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I'm very glad The Rules came out.After finding "The Rules" I gained an insight into the game that

*certain* types of men expected me to play, and were themselves playing.However as I was trying

to do the Rules, I realized that "The Rules" just don't work on some people, and that doesn't make it

a bad relationship or a bad situation -- it just means that these people don't follow the same

male/female roles.I agree with Dr. Tracy Cabot, and the previous reviewer who mentioned

Kiersey/Myers-Briggs persoality typing, in that "The Rules" fail to take into account individual

sensitivity. In short, it's a good description of some people... but not of others.Despite its flaws, I find

"The Rules" is a good guide for survival out in the dating world. I can see how this book has its

merits. It is a very useful guide to how to set your own limits, and not get taken advantage of.I don't

think it has universal applicability, and I think you need to exercise some critical thinking about each

rule.The basic spirit of "The Rules" is don't get with anyone who doesn't already like *you*, don't

make yourself totally available with your time, make them do their share of the work, and don't let

them - too early in the game - think they've 'won you' before you've actually set up a committed

relationship.This is great advice for *anyone*. This is especially great advice for those "nice guys"



out there who can't get women to like them as anything more than friends. Basically the message

is... "don't let them win the race before they've actually crossed the finish line." Don't give your all to

someone who hasn't given their all.

After yet ANOTHER time of starting out a potential relationship with the guy being totally infatuated

with me and then ending it within a few months, I read this book.All this time I have wondered why

on Earth guys started out thinking I was this interesting, intriguing, wonderful, irreplaceable woman

then did a total 180, and here this book lined it all up for me. I started out being myself--sassy,

feisty, interesting me--and as I turned towards liking a guy, I'd completely lose myself in the

relationship, which would cause him to lose interest in me. I wasn't me anymore, I was doormat

shell of a me.I was able to identify actual moments in this last relationship where his interest in me

started slipping--and it was all stuff that I was doing that the Rules warn against.Granted, this book

does not have ALL the answers--for example, I would imagine that you can only tell someone so

many times that "I have plans" or "I'm so busy" without giving a single detail as to what you're doing

before they think you're a liar or a manipulative cow. The book doesn't go into what to say when

they ask "Doing what?". And it doesn't cover cell phones/text messaging/social networking stuff.But

a lot of it is teaching women to be courteous to themselves and their friends. We shouldn't break

plans with friends or avoid making weekend plans in the hopes that the guy will call last minute. We

shouldn't sit by the phone waiting to pick up after half a ring. We SHOULD resist the temptation to

find excuses to call, and the temptation to bend over backwards for him without getting the same

treatment in return. We SHOULD expect romantic and thoughtful gifts--measured by effort, not by

cost--from someone who loves us.

"The Rules" keeps returning like a bad hot dog. I'm embarrassed to admit that, against my judgment

and ethics, I can't quite seem to dismiss it altogether. It's like watching somebody pick their nose at

a stoplight -- you know you *should* ignore it -- you *want* to ignore it -- but somehow, you can't

help yourself."The Rules", for those fortunate enough to have avoided the book until now, is an

instruction manual telling how women can/should trick alpha males into marriage through withdrawal

and manipulation.Besides the book's cruel, self-esteem-undermining premise -- that the reader is

worthless without a man; and moreover, that it requires complete falsification of her looks, mind,

personality, and spirit to make her even marginally acceptable...Besides the paradoxical hollowness

of "success" with a false self -- you lose even if you "win", because it's not *you* who succeeds, it's

the faÃƒÂ§ade...Besides the likelihood that persistent coldness, while screening out the



uninterested, would also screen *in* the neurotic Don Juan who wants whatever he doesn't have

until the instant he gets it, or even outright stalkers and psychos...Besides how simplistic, morally

corrupt, and insulting to *both* genders the book is...Besides how abominably, sub-literately written

it is...Why does this book provoke such extreme reactions in everyone with a shred of intelligence,

integrity, and/or self-esteem? Why is it like a stone in your shoe -- irritating as all get-out, yet

impossible to ignore -- rather than simply irritating as all get-out?Is it the obnoxious, infomercial

scamminess and inflated promises?-- "Sound too good to be true? We were skeptical at first, too.
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